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EXECUTIVESUMMAk*

report is the second in a series of reports submitted
e Office of TeleCommunicationa Policy' (OTP) of the

Department of Health, Education and Welfaee (DHEW) in response
to RFP'147-78-HEW-05;* The goals of .the.4.9ontract,-awarded to.
Kalba Bowen 'Associatesan September 1578, were txr (1) review ,

and evaluate the first-year activities of OTP's Telecommunica-
tions,Program; (2) develop approaches for evaluating-individual
,demonstration projects=in the future; . (3) identify factors
that have an influence on the successful institutionaliiation
and transfer of innovative uses of telecommunications; and
(4) provide information on whiciLto base °future actions. for
Program developme t and offer recommendations concerning
future roles f the PrOgram.

This volume summarizes the findings of Kalba Boweh
Associates' one-and-a=half year inquiry. Sections of the
repOrt present an overview cdtairrent and future applications
of telecommunications in the social service delivery cohtext;.
'review the evolution of the Telecommunications Demonstkation
Program; describe effective Planniqg and eraluation activities
and recommend cost-analysis and dati4collection procedures;
and examine the factors inhibiting' the transfer and institu-
tionalization of demonstration prbjects. The resort concludes
with a ser'es of orga .zationale Programpolicy d project
administrat'on and over *ght recommendatio for Improving
"the Program,

Other re orts resulting-from Kalba Bow- Associates'
research include:

Evaluation of Telecommunications Demonstrat on .Projects
and Recommendation to the DHEW, Telecommunications
Demonstration Progkam Executive Summary Repdrt #146-01

Svalltioh of Telecommunications Demonstration Projects
and Recommendatidns to theDHEW- Telecommunications
Demonstration Program,,' Surarriary Report #146-'02

Strategies for Institutionalizing Telecommunications
Demonstrations: A Review of Innovation Barriers and
Program Alternatives, Final Report #146-04

During the preparation of the final eportp, OTP was
moved from'DHEW to the Department f Education. While,
in some cases, the impacts.of.this ove are discussed
within the context of.the reports, ehave chosen for
the most part to refer to. OTP/DHEW ice this was the
location of the Telecommunications emonstration Program
at the time of our research.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

0

In 1976 Congress created the6Telecommunicationd Demon

stration Program in the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare to demonstrate the use of non-broadcast telecommuni7

cations technologies in the delivery of health, education

and other public "or social service information: Since its

inception the Program haiTunded a total 'of fifteemprojeCts

in three funding cycles. This report summarizes the irdt.

effort at reviewing and evaluating the' Program,

by Kalba Bowen 'Associates "during 1918-79.,

rmed

When the study began, the PrOgram was dtill'in.its

formative staged; eight projetts had been funded and were

just completing their first year of effort with various

bevels of success in getting. thRr demOnstrationsystems,

installed and in operation.

of thode pr'ojects: :,Thus, in addition to examining thePro-

gram as a whole,thestudy team has given attention to the

The project team reviewed each

process of conducting and evaluating demonstrations, As a

- -result tworadditional reports have been prepared; one focuses
/.

on methods and procedures.for developing and analyzing, in-,

dividual demonstration projects-1/ and the second examines

institutional factors affecting the success

1/ Planning and Evaluating
.Projects,' and Assesding
Demonstration 'Projects,
Associates, Inc:, 1980.

I '

of demonstrations. 2/--

Telecommunications .Demonstration
the Costs of Te'lecommtnicatioas,.
Final Report #146-03, Kalba Bowen

2/ Strategies for Institutionalizing'Telecommunications Demon-.
strations: A. Review of Innovation Barriers and Program
Alternative's, Final Report, #146-04, Kalba Bowen Associates
Inc., 1980.
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The Telecommimicat s Demonstration .Program is

entering its third.. year of operation. The initial'i)

group of ,projects funded will enter their? third and final

sear of program support. Until now the Program 'has had to

concern itself primarily with selecting and monitoring_

projects. With projects maturing it 'Twill have to devote

considerably more time to its role inassidting the.transfer

and institutionalization process of the innovations it has

supported. Additionally, the:Program fs facing reorganization

into the new Department of Education. The nature and' extent

of the reorganizitioh e,uncertain. Thus,'the Program

itself is still de eloping. The idead and recommendationd

'presented in this ry report areintended to assist

-the.Program as'i continues too maitirp,

Section,2 of this report presents an overview of the
,

,
evolution and use of telecommunications in the social'se.7.
vice. delivery context. It discusses curr 410reIN ications
-r( . .'

"gi'4nd then comments on potential telecommunications pplica7

tions in the coming decade.

1. Section 3 .reviews-the Telecommunicatiohs Demo stration

PrograM. It begins' by explaining.the' program's legislative

mandate, and then ieviews the Program '`s objectived, demon-
'

stration projects funded, and other activities related to

the Program. i'ollowing this review, the major issues and

Prciblems faced bv,the,Program in delecting2and administering'



the projects are iden.O.fied,and the Prbgram's response to

triese 'issues analyzed. In' the colarge of conducting

this.snalysia, the basic program .strategy for, promoting

tie uee oftelecommUnications is summarized.

"Program to more effectiVely promote the use of telecommuni-
,

Section 4.fOduSes on the role of planning and eval-
':

uetion activities as theyrelate to telecommunications

demonstration projects. . It points out the importahce-of

using pIllning and evaluation activities in:helping the

cations' inssocial service delivery. It is followed by,
m .

recommendations for cost-analysiS and data 'collection pro-

cedureS1,7hich are briefly applied to those projects that

had generated sufficient-gta to permit an analysis to be

conducted.

Secti8h,,5 briefly exeMines.the factors inhibiting the
,

.

transfer,an nd institutionalization of demoAftFation pro-
, .

jects. Barriers to successful institutionalization and

transfer are identified through'a review of the literature

on demonstration projects conducted by other programs'and

agencies, based on this review several options for the

DREW prOgram are identified.

The-report conclud6s with a section, Summarizing-the

major issues identified during the course of tbiS study

that now confront the TelecomMunications 'Demonstration

Program. Broadly,; the issues can' be categorized into three



groups; organization program policy, and project ad-

ministration and oversight. Recommendations for impro-
,

wing the Progr4m are then presented.



2:0 .AN OVERVIEW OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS .AND 'THE, DitAIVERY
OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH-SERVICES-

2.1 'Overview of Telecommunications Applications

Non-broadcast telecommunications technolinies are

forms of communications technology that employ discrete

transmission channels for the transmittal and reception

of, information (audio, image, and/or textual). In

contrast to broadcasting technologies, non-broadcast

telecommunications typically permit .a more interactive
. - A

and targeted form of point-to-point communications among
'------- \
a known\n4.work of recipients. More than anything else,

it is the\capacity to reach specific audiences that dis-

tinguishes\\ nqn-broaddast' technologies from other formof
# i

telecommunications.

The cost/performance ratio of communications and

computing has improved dramatically, due to improvements'

over the last decade in the transmission capacity of

telecommunications conduits (specifically, coaxial cable

and now fiber pptici and other high capacity transmission

techniques, such as satellites), as well as major advances

in computer technology (Large Scale Integrated Circuits).

Thus, there has been-an intense interest in identifying ,

those application areas wher9inev(telecommunications.



capabilities could be exploited to reduce costs, increase

access and/or improve quality

education and social serviceS.

the delivery of health,.

Advances in new telecommunications (and later in tele-

processing) technologies are generally,thought to provide

the following types of savings and efficiencies:

'I, cost reduction and/or efficiencies in
information prepa ation, dissemination'
and distribution ctivities through
facsimile, electro mess ge systems,
satellite distribution terns, cable
teleVisioninteractive cable, and other
telecommunications technologies;

more timely use of information re-,
sources and technical skills by having
health, education and social service
professionals employ telecommunications
methods for consulting, diagnosis,,
referral, and the direct delivery of
services over telecommunications
channels:

improved outreach to disadvantaged and
remote populations by linking health,-
education, and social service professionals
throlligh cable, microwave, telephone,.
and satellite channels to groups and
individuals not readily accessible, (e.g.
the elderly, handicapped, rural popu-
lations, and inmates);

improved distribution of educajiional
materials and programs throughcable
television, teleconferencing, and
computer conferencingr



improved managerial and administrative
productivity throbgh teleconferencing,
teleprocessing, and information manage-
ment-electronic mail and distributed
processing techniques.;

e economies of scale 'by having different
user groups share a common network and
capital equipment; and

specialized services for-the blind, deaf,
and incapacitated that otherwise c§uld
not be available or teChnically.possible.

tee

Given the potential of new communications'tolthnologies

to improve the delivery of services and education, the

qUestion is how to design, adapt, and harness these tech-

nologies to the specific goils, resources, and environments

of health, education and social services. Although it is
1

easy to .envision the potential of telecommunications fdr

service delivery, it is quite

)

another matter to adapt tech-

hologies,ato the needs of the se2Vice 'community, to gain

the support of necessary professionals and public agencies,

.-- and tb.institutionalize these services on a self-supporting

and cost effective basis'
.

While there has been an acceleration in publZ service

use of telecommunications in recent years, telecommunications

has yet to take a permanent hold as a major vehicle for tfhe

delivery of health, education, and social services. In ost

federal,'state, and lo6a1 public service agencies,, the

term ".telecommunications" is Ain identified with tele-

phone services and has yet, to reak out, of this narrow
(

.,.



definition of its potential applications and uses. How-.

ever, telecommunlcations and info,rmaon processing.

services-are in the next decade likelyito assume a more

critical and central function in the management and line

op6ratiOns of service agencies. The principal difficulties

. Will be in creating the organizational.-and institutional

changes needed to allow for upeof.communications and

information funCtions and facilities.

0

While'..it is not possible to break down federal, state,

and private expenditures currently made to telecomninications-

supported services, it is-apparent that telecommunications is

playing an- increasingly importantrole and that the quality,

scop&, availability,' and cost. of health, education, and

social services.depends'in large measure. upon,maintaining

.and improving ten-communications equipment. Moreover, it

also apparent that a. variety of'administrative, financial, and

service delivery functions may be improvedithrough enhanced

communications and information proceisin pabilities and

that these improvements would not only affect a wide
A .

range of health, education, and social services, but also,

impact populations with particularly strong needs, the

A.elderly, handicapped, and the disadvantaged. However, in
1 s

border to fully exploit the potekal economies, efficiencies,

and increased capabilities of new telecommunications-based
1 .

services, major innovation in the-4ay service providers

l,

12



COnceptualize and.administer' their derlices, e$WeX1 aq

in how end users ,understand their.needs must: be made.

2.21 Future Applications of Telecommunications Services'

The 1980's'are predicted to be the decade in which

.major communication's and computer innovations find their

way into every hpme and business However based upon
76k,

similar; prophesies' in the past, it fairly safe to say

that the rate of change will, probably not be as fastas
, 0

projected. Whilethe more affluent and innovative sectors

direct broadcasi:

and other such

of society soon may usefiber optics',

satellites, AprcrocomputeieYvideodiscs,

technOlogies'in pursuit of the "automated office" a 4,11,the

"integrated home information and entertainment center"

the majority of society particularly the public'service

sector andless affluent groups -- will, be slower to exploit

such advances, °The reasons are attitudinal economic and

institutional. Technological changes that require aadi,-

tional expenditures and alterations in institutional attitudes

GOO Gm

and structure, even highly benefiCial ones, are resisted.

The issues will, affect how and'who will use tele-

communications in the future for service ,delivery. In

'light' of the commonly-made obbervation that innovations

proceed in a step-wise rather than leap-krog kashialv one

can expect those service delivery functions 'to evolve in

communications where current capabilities and resources

are most receptive to the next increment of change.



Whereas dellionstration projects might show what ii possiblb in

a,specific,environment, the actual adoption and institution:-

alization of an innovation requires appeo'val of 4 wider array,

of.people and a*continuity7O1 habits; skills, r.esources, and
, .

indentives.

We do not foresee

a. great leap forward is made

state of the art technologies of the "communications age"..

Rather we envision a period in whidh public service userOf

current telecomitunications technologies are upgraded,
/..

and made more efficient. Moreover, we would expect that

vattpns in the public service sector would by and large ollow

those ain the priva:te sector, with those programs and-s rvice
,

providers with the technical and financial resources and the

incentives beings the leaders.' Additionally, as in the case of

the private sector's use of telecommunications fOr managerial

and service delivery purposes we expect the teal bottlenecks

not- to .be the cost or availability of hardwa e, but rather

(1) the availability of rel.evant'and reliable software -- not

only for the-production, management, and distribution of

information, but also for produdihg p; gram material for a

broad range of educational uses; (2) the problems of public

decision-making in times of-tight r sources; and (3) the need'

for Changes 'in human and institutional behaviors.
.

For these reasons we foresee the following types of

innovations as having the greatest potential for enhancing



the delivery-of health educational, and social services' in.

the near term:

improved- to econferencing :.through
innovations i -spealcer, phones, video,:`
and teleconf rencings nfethodS;

electrdnic message 'systems and
document distribution- whi.ch, will reducethe cost of.--doctunent'preparation anddistribution. *Terminals will be-
come more widely availible" and easy .to use; -more and'more informationwill be in an electrpnic form;
locq..cost satellite stations allowing
for more extensive ':use of broadband
conununications 'for text, audio, andvideo;

1 growth: of services offering datl,
co

1 and information for research, manage-
ment, education, and training;

reatiCed° networking costs for data,
facsimile, voice, and to some-degree
video transmission; data network ser-
vices will become rnore .widely
available;
distributed processing as the reduced'cost of microcomputers. increases/ the use of databanks for a wide range
of informatiol.rnanagement functions.

The above telecommunications ,and computer advances
ar close to being widely available today and are likely

affect the following types of support services:

program/project management and coordinationrecerd keeping, billing, and paymentstaff training and supervision
-travel costs and time
information dissemination
scheduling and announcements
p ublication and doctiment distribution



information cquiiition
research

o looaiion.of field and satellite offices
resource manageme t
financial and bu etary contrOl4.

With respect to, the direct dellyery

anticipate the impact of telecommunicationb to be the greatest

lAthose areas in which the need is either highly manifest or
:7" $ -

where no alternative exists. This suggests that telecommUni-

cations will Play °a particularly important, role in

th4 handicapped -- the blind, deaf,

Of services, We

Telecommunications is also likely to play a. major

serviding'isblate4rpopUlations, such as rural groups the,

homebound, the elderly, 81rPatients, and prison inmates.

low are some of the direct service applications one Can ex-

pect to see receive more widespread use in the 1980"s:

e electronic message systems for the deaf
telemetric prosthetic devices
interactii/e2t;videdtraining and education.
direct distribution and access of client-
specific information I
improved health care monitoring °

interactive leading machines for the blind
improved interactive computer assisted
telediagnosis

,

instantaneous referral and scheduling
improved computer-aided instruction
user accessed service delivery syste?ms
automated announcement services
plaCement of low-cost service deliverY
terminals in the home

. telemetric instruments for remote'.
diagnosis and treatment.

While these types of applications will be technologically

feasible in the near term, they will require Major adjustments



On the part'of service providers and cl4enis and thetefore

will not occur 'automatically or of their own accord. Sig-

nificant institutional changes and innovations will, be
,,

required over time in order td' encourage different agencies

to, pool their resources and Oills to take advantage.of the

potedtial econoties of scale'and service opportunities of

the eighties.

13
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3.0 AN OVERVIEW 'OF THE TELECOMMUNI
PROGRAM H

3.1 OTP s Legislative Mandate

, 4

In June, 1976 Congress passed the Educational Broad-

c tingyacilities and Telecommunications Act (P.L.494"

309, 7 U.S.0 395) czeatin g tbe Telecommunicatrons Demon-

stration Program'in the DepartMeA Of Healthc, Education"
.

and Welfare (DHEW). The Telecommunications Delmcmstratioit

Program, whicii received its.first appropriation in'Sept-

ember, 1977,is administered by DHEW's Office of Telecom-

munications Policy (OTP).

The Program's basic legislative mandate i

"..." promote the development 'of ridit-broadcast
telecommunications facilities and services fox
the transmission, distribution, and delivery of
health, education, and publiq or social service
information."

Other provksions of this Act (1) authorize the Secre-

tary to. fund projects that "deMonstrate innovative_ methods

or techniques of using non-broadcast telecommunications

equipment or facilities, 3' and (2) limit support of

demonstration projects funded under the program to no more

3 / The- term "non-broadcast telecommunications facilities" is
defined in the legislation as including, abut not being
limited to:

"cable televi'sion systems, communications gatellite systems,
and related terminal equipment, and othei-msthods cf, trans-
mitting, emitting, or receiving images,' sound, or intelli-
gence by means of wire, radio,' optical, electromagnetic,
or other means."



tha'in three years. In addition, he Act spedifieS (3) that

the faciliites and equipment acquired and developed be''used

"substantially', for the transmission, distribution, and
, .

delivery of health, education or public or sOcial.seivice

and (4) that the .contro], and adminiitration of a demdn-
_ ---

project is to be left in ihe hands of the appli-

cant, including the evaluation of results, condUcted at

.least once' a year.

For historical reasons responsibility for administering_
. ,

the Telecommunications Demonstration Program was given to the

OTP, which had been actively involved in drafting and getting

passed into law the Program!s enabling legislation. The

OTP was established in 1970 to act as an advocate for

social service interests in the.formulation of telecommuni-

cations policy-and as an advocate of appropriate applications

of telecommunications iwthe delivery of health, education

and social services. It was placed in the Office of

the Assistant Secretary\lor Planning and Evaluation
2

Q.

largely because of the "cross- cutting" nature of tele-

4 'communications policy and applications of telecommunications

technology which involved all three agences in DHEW. In

its early years the OTP focused primarily on policy issues

and served as an advocate for social service uses of

ptelecommunications. Its role as an advocate in the formula-
.

tion of telecomMunications policy was accomplished largely

through involvement in inter- and intra-depiartmental



tteei and.other liaison rac4ivities. Although ori-

ginally 'had no program administration responsibilities,

it played4almajor role in coordinating the ATS -6 satellite

e4erimefyts,which leadt.Othe'establishMe'nt of-the,Public Ser;-

vice Satellite Consortium. In part as kresult of its experi-

ence with'ATS-6,:thOTP,therefore, took on a much strongeri

programmatic focus with the-enactment of the legislation.

establishinig. the Telecommunications Demonstration Program

al While its staff members are sti,11 involved in inter-
. pu

agency committees and activities the ow serves its
di '

advocacy role more through,its inlio entvith deMonstra-

tion projects than through direct policy formulation acti-

vities. This is due to the demands of adminikering the

. Telecommunications Demonstrati rogram, a decline staff,

and the tadt that some of the t.staff.jmembers have tes-

ponsibility outside the teleco uniCatiOris arena. Thus, the OTP

has evolved from a group whose primary focus was advocat!,ng

social service interests in teleaommunications policy formula-
,

tion and telecommunications,in social services to a group which

has-assumed programmatic activities with policy implications.

It is.not yet clear how OTP's recent move to the Department

of Education (ED) will affect its status or focus.

3.2 Telecommunications Demonstration Program Objectives

Although the Telecommunications Demonstration PrOgram's

mandate is clear in its intent to fund individual demonstra-

tion projects, the, language of the Act is sufficiently



ambiguous to allow considerable ihtitudi in determining the

specific objectives the deiOnstratioAs'and activities of
e

the program. From the' beginning there have' been extensive

discussions among thiiCetaff, the _working group and the review

Committee on the goalsOf\the Program. :These discussions have

been bas64 on these participants' understanding of.OTP's long
.4

standing policy, emphasis; IOwever, the ,transition .to,explicit

program objectives is not yet complete.'
4,

While no formal statement of specific program objectives

has been drafted by OTP, several implicit objectives have

evolved during till Program's first three years. These have

been identified through interviews with the program staff

and a review of published OTP regulations.

The OTP is seeking to:,

(1) fundRrojectssthat use existiET technolo-
gies in innovative ways.. The public service
applications of telecommunications tech-
nologies are behind those of other fields
and should be built up by increasing
experience with existing technologies.:
In addition, restricting demonstrations
to fully-developed technologies eliminates
additiOnal unnecessary risk introduced by
unproVen technologies;

(2) emphasize the use of appropriate technology
for service_delivery. It is important to
avoid'forcing a technology into use as a
service delivery mechanism. The approach
used by the program itaff is to focus on
innovative methods of\service delivery as
perceived by the providers, and clients
involved and then to demonstrate technologies
that are likely to play a useful role.



(3) aggregate User demand 'for costly tech-
nolo ies. Service delivery using tele-
commun cations is oft capite1-iintensiya.
The:shared USe'Of an 'individUal system
for several 'kinds of service delivery, or
by Several groups or agencies for the same
services, reduces the cost to any'one user;

(4) actively particiimte' in the innovation if-
fusion process and eaucats-its constitu cy

/' concerning the.potential valise and uses.. f
.telecommunicatiohs 'fbr'social service
livery. promoting the development Not,tele-
communications;fOr service, delivery as man-.
dated by the legislation involvtps more than.
jUst funding projects and disseMinating the
results through publications.' It means
actively advoCating the further adoption of
the concept or :system demonstrated. Among
the,. Program's are the federal
health, education, and welfare service de-
livery programs in DHEW, other agencies
involved in telecommunications such
as the NTIAAnd-the FCC, state and local
agencies and the client groups themselves;

(5') fund deMonstrations that show promise of
continuin% on.their own after Program funds
are discontinued. While many demonstrations
are primarily viewed as short-term experiments, the
Program is oriented to suppolting projects
that will continue to develarand grow to the
point where they are institutionalized in the
setting where they began and beyond.

These five objectives are reflected in the criteria

for the selection of demonstration 'projects'publisfted when.

the Program began. These objectives have-come more into

focus over time, and as the projects continue to develop

and the Program matures, they can and should continue to

become more specific. The initial projects are only

19



now completing a three-yeer f4nding cycle There is

still exPerience to be gained concerning t e process of

transferring successful demonstration conce ts to other

locations and/or types of services.

,

_1.3 Demonstration Pr eats and Other Proram elated
Act v es

The TeiecorOu icaiions Demoniration progra is 'now in

its third-year of erhtion: Fro .its nception, nterest

in the Program has een high with requests resulting from

the grant solicitationincreasing from 500 in its first

funding cycle,to over 2,000 in the current funding ye
\

r.

Of the 500 applicants who requested the grant solicita\ion
e

1

in the first year, ninety-five proposals were .submittedand

eight-projects-eere funded (January, 1978). In the second

year, there-were 1,600 requests for the solicitation. Of the 74

proposals slibmitted five were 'funded (December; 1978). The

Program received more than 2,000 requests for its third

funding cycle; 113 proposals were.receiVed and two awards

have been made to date (March 1980).
4

The fifteen currently funded projects, involve a variety

of information services in the health, education and welfare t

areas. Although no projects haye completed the maximum 3

year funding cycle, some have already shown positive results,

while others have performed inadequately. (See Appendix A).

Considered together, .they iilustrate the ability of
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7'-telecommunications o "cut across"'institutions and types

of service in the delivery of information iervices. For

example, of,the fifteen grantees, s are educational in--

etitutionsr five are health-related institutions and four 4

are non-pro /1,eservice organizations. More imiortantly,

thetypes of:services Involved span the health,education

Ftnd welpire fields. Five projects are piimarily educational

applications.. Three involve telecommunications in the

delivery of,medical services and seven projects involve the

delivery of inforMation services to'sOeCial populations such

as the deaf r migrant fartheworkers.

SeVeral projeCts also demonstritl this "cross-cutting"

character internally. For example, the computer-assisted

telecommunications project for the deaf (Deaf Community

Center) demonstrates not, only the use that electrodic message

services have for the deaf community, but a/so involves edu-

cational programming provided through. a local hospital on

health-related subjectsland news services from the local pub-

lic television station.

Of the eight demonstration projects funded in the first

year (January 1978) and evaluated by Kalba Bowen staff during

1979, two projects had successfully completed their de-

monstration objectives. These were(1) the Telecommunications

Division, State-of Alabama .(a state agency), and (2) the

University of Denver Graduate School of Librarianship. The

Alabama Telecommunications Division received funding to

\21.
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demonstrate.tpe use of UHF radio' and telephone for mobile

communications among emergency medical personnel in,rural

Western Alabama: Ai requested, the Demonstration Program

provided fundio§ for,only one'year for theequipment pur-
N

. ,
I

/phase .of,a portion of the demonstration system. This sys-
,

tem,has performed very well.' It,is expected that it will

be used'as a standard for other emergency medical gervices
1 r

that may be constructed in,rural areas throughout, the

. ;)United States. Even -if it is not adopted in a great number

of other Iodations, the demonstration served its purpose of

helping to focus attention.on an.innOvative system for

delivering health serviette. -The, DivisiOn of Emergency

Medical Services in the DREW, a co-monitOr.of the project,

hde taken great interest in -the deMonstration program.

(

The University of Denver received funding for a pro-.

.ject employing.telefacsimile and slow scan,TV to share infor-
,

mation resources among libraries in remote areas Of a multi-

state region. The project formally ended November' 30, ;979,

but its demonstration phase, was concluded six months earlier.

.;(The final six months were spent on development of evaluation

and dissemination activities). While the project did not

prove feasible for.continued operation, it was successful in

gaining the interest of library staffs in remote areas where

access'to larger. collections is cr4ical. The slow scan

feature, while useful, needs ificreaped automation and higher

resolution to make it an effective ol--,-d-telefacsimile

22
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was found to be of value only if,A sufficient volume of
I ,

information was fiansmitted. The library could'no genera
,..

:ate adequate system usage during the demonstration to make

it cost-effective, and the network established during the

demonstration is no longer operating. However, the results

were shared with re4ionil library groups in the western

states which are exploring possibilities for networking in

their regions.

* Ai
The system has ra ed a series of interesting questions,

which apply to short long-term policy considrationst

which informat vests are truly time
critical and how can this be measured;

.

hol4 are costs to be allocatefor information
services and should there be charges for
services?

what are the most effective techniques for.
marketing library services;

what,are the long-term effects of quick
information accss-on both the library and
the community; and,

4

_ what effect will telefacsimile availability
have 'on decision-Making in communities remote
from information sources?

Four projects have received continuation grants. They

are: (1) the Deaf Community Center, Framingham, MA; (2) the

Center for Excellence, Williamsburg .11A; ,(3) Pace Institute,

Inc., Chicago, IL; and (4) Pennsylvania State University.

The Deaf Community Center, a private non-profit service

Organization, received third year funds (March 1980) for the

23. 26
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continuation of a computer-assisted-telecommunications.pro-

ject illustrating the usefulness of eleptronic, message sys-

-terns to the deaf-community.. The funding of this project
,

hai created interest in'DgEW's BUreau of Education for thd

Handicapped (DHEW/BEIO and, has. had some influence on- that

prpgram's decision to conduct an analysis of,a possible

nation-wide effort to look more closely at. the problems of

transmission incompatibility between teletype (TTY): and com-

puter 'terminals; The Framingham project is a]#o contributing

to current public discussionconcerning communications for

the deaf. The FCC is.conducting an inquiry into this sub-.

ject and the grantee had spr s ted its initial results, de-

the Commission.. The pre-

sentation is being entered into the inquiry docket (Docket

#78-50) -V

monstrating its systdm:befo

The Center for:ExCellence (CenTeX) , a :non7prokit:ser7

vice organization, received third year continuation funds

(March 1980)° for its demonttration using FM Radio Subcarrier

Communications Authority (scA) _broadcast local, news,

4/ since the time of our research, ah ad hoc group
has,.started to look into the possibility of incor-
porating a new non-profit center forpcomput:er-aided
telecommunications for the deaf in 'Framinghp and there
is a strong likelihood that'such a center could re-
ceive a grant from the Department of Commerce's Public
Telecommunications Facilities Program to purchase
equipient. t.us, it is likely that_the project will
be "institutionalized" and will continue at the end
of demonstration flplding.

4



Cf

announcements, entertainment servicesf'and Other inforMation

serVices,tdsthe'blind and 'hemeboUnd-Uang apecial audio

receiver, andto the using teletyPewritere.-1/

Although .the;CenTex project is successfully Conducting

its demonstration agenda, the futUre.of the concept depends

on having a relatiirely large audOice to make theyservice

affordable. Since legal barriers prohibit the c9mmekcial

distribution of'the special receivers

-purchase and manufacture of

required, the limited

receivers pedomes a-major

pediment to service vg.ossith.-6-/ Mere are also questiOns

about 'the need for the services offered, given the existence

of local radio and teleiiision programming, and*the expected

imPrWement in services offered by National Public Radio.

Pace Institute, Inc. also a non=profit service organi-

zation, received third year fdnding for its demonstration

involving tWo-way slow scan television.for4educational

5/ Since our evaluation, Cexrex has begun to expand geogra-
phically andtshare with other stations, working with
National Public Radio (NPR) an nationwide distribution.
It has.negOtiated a reciprocal agreement with NPR's station
W'CS (Yerktown, VA) to trade SdA programming materials for
the blind and.has a firm commitment to enter into the same
kind of arrangement with WHRO, (Norfolk, VA). This will
give Williamsburg access to NPR programming Materials and
will enable CenTex to provide their services to a larger
audience. In addition, CenTex has been granted use of
three. audio FM channels on each of three cable systems in
the Hampton Read area, and has eetabliahed new institu-
tional ties,.

6/ Receivers can now, however, be purchased by NTIA and are
often provided as a nublic service or.through philanthropic
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services for tartrates
Ink

_-
project was slow in

n-CorreCtionai,institutions. The

getting'started because of prOblems in
acquiring its slow scan video sYstem and in prOject'manage-

Mint.. However, a marked improvement.has taken-place recently

with the addition', of 'new project: manager and most corn-

ponents of the system are now in place. PACE foresees institu

tionalization of family visits via slow scan and has plans

to initiate tamilycounselling services r funding from

other s)ources. Job interviews and intervieW counselling

Will also be 'institutionalized. The education phase is
4
working well under experimental conditioni.

The Wernersville State Hospital,A mental institution

in Wernersville PA, unlike the three, previously mentioned

pr ects, applied for one ear funding for. equipment purchase
f r a two-way cable microwave lirilintiuse in p Lent edu-

cation and rehabilitation programming. A primary objective

of the pioject was to demonstrate the use of two-way cable

tele-Crision in providing interaction between patients and the

outside community. Because of issues,relatingto privacy,

'special permits were, needed. After some delay a privacy

release form was eleared by. 'the State and the two-way inter-

connection is now in operation. This System is flexible and

is being used in many configurations beyond community/hospital

interchanges, such'as closed circuit use for patient comniuni-

cation and staff training. Not a/great deal of funding is

necessary from the hospital to continue tare system, since



thecapital expenses have been'paid,

ennaylVania.Stat&UniVersitY reCeilied finding for,

the demonstration of a statewide continuing 'education net-

. work through interconnecting cable television systems.*

(pENIKRAmp) While PRNNARAMA received only a time exten-

sion during the second year without = additional funds this

past year it again has'received a continuation grant.' The

demonstration was intended_to aggregate demand over a large

area and in 'Conjunction with a cox sortitm .of other Pennsvl-
r

higher educati provide-programmingvania

to interested groups which are not large enough.by them,-

oeives to obtain'continuingeducation pkogramming.

grantee experienced difficulties in assembling the cable

network, but has recently signed an

of cable operators from
4

complete this network

across the

agreement with a group

state. It must still

and demonstrate that dispersed

can be aggregated in sufficient numbers to support network

programming.

4

The Extension System, University. of Wisconsin received

funding for a'demonstration to develop dial-ups information

services for the genera4public. Like Pennsylvania State

University it did not receive second year funding, but has

received third year funding to gpmplete the demonstration.

At the time of our 'initial research, this project had yet

to operate because the technology required was not avail-,

able at the cost originally estimated. However,.



since our 'research was conducted, 'a- unit of the UniverSity.

has come forward -to perfect the necessary equipment.

The research conducted for this study included re-

viewing on]y the activities of projects funded in the first

budget cycle (Januaiy 1978). Altendix A also lists pro-

jects funded in the second cycle (December 1978). At the

time of our resea h these projects were just completing

their first year and were in various stages of development.

According to the Program staff, three projects in the second

cycle had a'portiOn of the system they proposed in operation

at the time our research was conducted, and were expected

to complete the installation of their: systems and fully

conduct thairdemonstrations. These grantees include the

Spokane School District, the Medical Center Library at the

University of Cincinnati and the National FarMworkers

Service Center in La Paz-Keene, California. The blood

bank management project being conducted by the Tri-State.

Red Cross Blood Center. in guntington, West Virginia had

experienced some delay in obtaining the needed equipment

and was not yet operating. However, the System was

/ Wisconsin determined that the interface-control device
required to interconnect the storage7retrieval unit and
the telephone iines could be acquired most economically

through the University of Wisconsin's Physical Sciences
Laboratory, a design and engineering group 'that undertakes
Production of specialized equipment. A design for the
device has been developed and all necessary parts are
off-the-shelf. However. the necessary computer Parts may
involve delays in delivery dueto the current inability
of manufacturers to meet demand.



expected to be installed shortly, and the project was

expected to complete its proposed demonstration. The.pro-

jact thAlt has experienced serious difficulties was the

slow-scan video and, voice system for ,continuing medical

education and physician consultation being condlicted by

the Medical Care Development Center. The systeldorisain-:

ally proposed required licensing by the FCC which in the

end 'was denied. _The grantee has redesigned the system so

that it° is telephone-based and ,Will not require licensing.

In addition to administering demonstration projects,

the Telecommunications Policy Office has also been idivolved

the actual promotion of the use of,telecOmmunications

social service delivery. The major activity conducted

f this purpose was a three-day workshop on the "Use of

Tel ecommunications fore HEW Service's," the first conference

of 'its kind sponsored by the Program. Approximately 125,

pa ticipants from HEW and other state, federal and, local

ag ncies attended. The workshop focused on alternative

tel communications technologies and their social service

app ications. Also, a user forum was held to allow the

Pro ram's demonstratiOn projects to present the results of

thei' efforts to date. Program staff also increased their

liai on activities with other HEW service programs to

ase the exposure of the demonstration projects and

to encourage interest in the. use of telecommunications.
dvg



3. Issues and' Problems in Funding and Administerin
Pro eC 8

11

.1110:144';1001ii01000***400*0.raM404Mali.
still relatively young, and functioning Oderev.tather..brOad

legislaglie.:mandOehiXe to

broadcast telecommunications, a-Wide range of

techliOlOgieS.tocontidet

dated o demonstrateWain-WhiCh:HteleComMunications

the Program is ~limited

this leaves

lakly, the, program. is man

be usef01 in servicedeliVerY

can.

stianning, the hdalth, educa-.
and welfare fields.. -Finally,, the program has...a man-,

date to support innovative methdds or technologies' but

innovation may be basic or applied in service or technology.

In selecting and funding its demonstration

On
.

wilat type. of innovation should the
Program focus?

To what extent should the _program be
oriented to services and to what extent
should technology development be a focus?

Should the Program promote telecommuni-
cations uses that have national or local
impacts?

The criteria for selecting proposed demonstrations acon-
.

tained in the regulations published by the Program provide

an indication of the directions the Program has taken.

Exhibit 1 lists the selection criteria and the' weiAting of
a



Exhibit 1

CRITERIA AND WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR SELECTION OF
PROPOSED TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Criteria , ri

"(1) That the project for which application is made.
demonstrates innovative methods or techniques
of utilizing nonbroadcast,telecommunicatons
equipment or facilities to satisfy the purpose
of this authority;"

"(21 That the project will have original research,
value which will demonstrate to other, potential`
users that such methods or 'techniques are fea-
sible and cost-effeative;"

"(3) That the services provided are responsive to
local needs as identified And assessed' by the
applicant;"

"(4) That the applicant has assessed existing
telecommunications facilities (if any) in
the proposed service area and explored their
use of interconnection in conjunction with
the project;"

"(5) That there-is significant local commitment
(e.g. evidende of support, participation,
and contribution by local institutions and
agencies) to the proposed project,' indicating
that it fulfills local needs, and gives'some
promise that operational systems will result
from successful demonstrations and will be
supported by service reCipients or providers:"

"(6) That demonstrations and related activities
assisted under. this section will remain
under the administration and control of
the applicant,"

"(7) That'the,applicant has the managerial and
technical capability to carry out the project

..for which the applica *on is made;"

"(8) That the facilities and equipment acquired or
developed .pursuant to the applications will be
used substantially for the transmission, distri-
bution, and delivery of health, education, or
social service information,,and that use of
such facilities and equipment may be .shared
among theSe and additional public or
other services ;"

31 34

Weighting Factor

15

10

15.

5



"(9) That the proVlaion, has been madeio submit
. a summary' and factual e aluation of the
results of the emonstr ion at least
annually.lor ea .Year .which funds are
received, in the. orm o a,report suitable
for,disseMination to' grc a-reOresentative
of national` heal tion0,-and,social
services telecommunicatio s interests

(10) That the:project hai opteptial for stimulating
cooperation and sharing ng institutions
and agencies, botbvithin ndicrOss
plinet;.'" -

15

15

100



factors in the 'selection process for the first year of

operation.

The first criterion as shown in the Exhibit is the

basic legislative mandate, which has been given a sharper

focus id the Program's solicitations. The term "innova-

tive methods or techniques" in the solicitations is intei-
,

prated to me'an"the way in which'thettechnology is used to

deliver services. A anew technology',per se does not tide-,
.4

quately fulfill this criterion... new technological systems

are not generally what is sought.% Thui, the Program is

striving to focus on the service'.delivery mechanism and

explicitly discourages.projects that emphasize unproven

technologie61:. Implicitly, the phrase tZway in which the

technology is used to deliver services" seems also to dis-

courage projects that would demonstrate new services.

Program staff have stated that their intention is

to support projects in which neither the service nor the tech-

nology is necessarily new (although either may be ) but in

Which the application of the service and technology together

for the first time is the innovative'element.

Criteria Three and Five are evidence of the Program's'
/

focus on the importance of providing demonstrations with a strong

basis in.locally-identified needs. Criterion Three states that

demonstrations must show responsiveness to local needs. "Local" -1

is defined, in the explanatory, remarks of the solicitation

'as "specific target populations as well as geographical



location." mi n taken only in the geographic sense, local

needs may pr Jude the demonstration from having wider

applicability. Howeyer, a-project that attempts'to satis-

fy local needs of a specific target population, and also

shows that similar needs exist for similar populations in

other locales, has reasonable potential for;.being-repli-

caied. Inerpreting Criterion Three in this manner'in-

creases the likelihood that the Program will fund projects

that have impacts beyond the demonstration location.

Criterion Five emphasizes the importance of locil conit4

mitment as an indicator of the need for 'the demonstration.

'The explanatory remarks for-this criterion define the success

of a project, at least in part, in terms of its promiietO

continue operation after federal funding ceases eithei by

becoming self - supporting or being otherwise subsidized. From

the Program staff point of view, continuation as an opera-

tionaksystem is seen as strong evidence that'the project

satisfies a real local need while providing a successful

working model for other locations.

Two other criteria are important indicators pf how

the Program mandate has been interpreted. Criterion Two

states that the project should have "original research

value." This is interpreted in the solicitation to mean

that the data generated will have practical value in the

further evelopment of the concept or system being Inon-

strated. This is distinguished'frota project that has a



more scientific orientation. Stated another way, the-research

is to be applied as opposed to basic. Criterion Ton am:

phasites'the significance of the institttional,context of

demonstration projects. The criterion and its explanatory

remarks in the solicitation are important statements of

the PrograWs interpretation of the legislative mandate

The Program's enabling legislation contains no-explicit

phrases concerning institutional impacts; however, the

Program has interpreted its mandate to empfiasi this factor.
ty,

The 1978'solicitation stated in its explanation of,Cri-

,terion Ten that:
1

"The institutional pact may be one of
the most diffiCult problems. and important'
outcomes of telecommunications applications."

This interpretation of themandate is based on the Program

staff'S understanding of institutional problems that have

frequeritly.influenced the outcome of other AdMonstration

efforts.

The Telecommunications Program thereforehas for-

mulated a basic program strategy through the evaluation

criteria listed in its solicitations. The thrust of'that

strategy is:

innovations the.program wants to explore
are of an applied rather than basic nature;

the Program's orientation is toward devel-
oping service delivery mechanisms and is not
generally toward supporting development of
new technologies;

38
8/ For a detailed discussion of thcb subject, see Strategies

for Institutionalizing Telecommunications Demonstrations:
A Review of Innovation Barriers and Program Alternatives,
Final Report #146"04, Kalba Bowen Associates, Inc., 1980.



impacts of demonstrations are intended
to be both local and to have potential
appl4cations 9h other locations (i.e.
including specific target populations
as well as specific locations).

3.5 Program Strategy implementation

Although the Program's projects are still in various

stages of development, a.brief examination of the demon-

strations with respect to the three strategy variables dis-

cussed above-is useful. It illustrates that in its first

funding cycle the Program may have been somewhat inconsis-

tent in its.finding priorities, but .in the second funding

cycle the Program seems to have selected projects that are

more consistent with its overall strategy.

In assessing the characteristic's of each project, a

determination has been made as to whether the technology used.

and the-servici offered(as opposed to the service delivery

mechanism) in the demonstration is applied or:baiic. The

term "basic" with respect to technology is interpreted to mean

a technology that 3s newly developing from an engineering

standpoint. With respect to services, the term "basic"

is used to indicate whether the project was in some

sense using the technology to create a newservice. The

_term "applie with respect to technology or serviaris used

In interpreting the latter part of this definition,
interactive television is included as a basic technology
if it was unfamiliar to the grantee or the client
group. ,

36
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in the opposite sense. AnApplied technology is techni-

cally proven and relatively widely used. An applied service

is one that already exists -but can be provided in an improved

way using telecommunications.

Three projects in the first cycle can be categorized

as employing both applied technologies and services. There

is little fundamentally new about the technology%or the use.

of FM radio SCA for broadcasts such as thole provided by

the Center for Excellence. The innovation is that broadcasts

are made to several special populations concurrently ,through

the same service. Similarly, the use of television for con-

tinuing education is well-established, but the statewide

network being attempted by Pennsylvania State University is

an organizational innovation that could greatly increase access

to continuing education programming. Likewise, the use of

telecoMmunications to transmit/voice and medical data in

temergency medical services is in widespread use. The use of

'telecommunications in rural Areas on a large regional basis-

and the simUltaneous transmission of voice anridata:are inno-

vations of an applied nature, although radio transmission to'.

the telephone is; which permits calling for information

or help anywhere in the nation.

'Other projects in this first funding cycle involve basic

innovations. For example, the University of Wisconsin pro-

ject involved e development of a new automated dialing and

taped information retrieval system. The project:being con-.

ducted by Pace-Institute includes the use of high resolution

3-7
a ,
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sloW-scan video equipment: Likewis= several other piojects 4;

can be considered to have created new services as part of the

demonstration. For exawge, the Un&.7e sity of DenVer Gradate

School of Librarianship%demeinstration involved .developing a

service network to share the library res urcis ota large urban

center with remote libraries in small communities. Information

sharing was accomplished using slow;scan video and telefac-

iimile. This was a new network and the, provision of the out-
.

reach capability was a new service. A' strong argument can

be made that this project really demonsfrated the viability,

'of. the resource sharing concept and that the use of telecom-
.

munications played,a very small role in the viability ofY

that concePt. Similarly; the Werdersville State HospitAl

prOject had as its focus the useof two-way video to inte-

grate community resourges for patient education 'and reha-

bilitation. Telecommunications were to be %sed to reduce

patient isolation and provide the mental health staff with

patient remotivation and reso.cialization assistance. This

was a new service, an extension of the Berks County two-way

video demonstration, and an untested concept iIl mehtlal health

therapy.,

The Deaf Community.CenteVs use of electronic message

systenm provides a blend of basic and applied services.

The service iseapplied in that it directly substitutes

for'the TTY systenis now used by the deaf. It is also



basic servipe in that it-ra capable of providing additional
services such as news anci consumer

in a videoteXt mode .,,
and health information

The 'projects funded: in the second cycle use developed

technologies more consistentivthan.',those funded in the first
cycle', and'. avoid, creating wholly new services. Spokane's
educat-ional telev ion demonstration is innovative in system
ownership and pr gram utilization patterns which enhance the
system's programming capacity. The Tri-State Blood Center
will demonstrate innovation in its existing blood management'

program through the use of mic,roprocessors and telephone lines
TheMedical Center's Library is building on ,.several of its
other' medical outreach service efforts eto provide increased
access- from remote'--locItionsto-oen'ra-li-zed -medical in fomia-----
tion and expertise. The Medical Care Develbpment Center s
project focuses on providing.continuing medical-education

in remote locations of Maine through interconnection with an

existing %continuing edu,cation service. It uses a coxnbination
of slow-scan TV, microwave, telephone and closed circuit TV

technologies.

Of' the five projects funded in the second cycle, only.
the 'National Fariit Workers Service center is providing an

essentially new service of assistance in completing welfare
service applications and forms such as those needed for
Social' Security, 'food stamps, income tax, etc. To a



limited extent thii service was already being provided by

the Center. In short the Program.has moved toward limiting

innovation to applied_situttions,_and_is_reducin7 some of

the risk involved in successfullY completing demonstrations.



PLANNING AND EVALUATING ;DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

-

Demonstration projects serve multiple functions. Their:

most immediate purpose is' to chailge behaviors (and createJ

incentives for changes in behaviors)

they provide a base

vities which-raise the awareness A federal and State pro-

gram managers snO'Pcaicymakers, stimulate and develop policy

changes, and proVide tr ining, technical assistance ana netwqrk

support for local projec managers and staff. The success-

'ftil implementation of thede activities is the most direct

method of promoting similar applications in other settings'.

Secondarily, in fulfilling their f ction as a "demon-

stration" for other locations, such projects are conducted

to develop experience-in the use of telecommunications for

health, education-and social service, delivery and to gener-

ate data from this experience for use in the further develop

ment- or transfer of the innovation. Thus demonstrations are,

at least- in part a folk of experiment -in which experience

at both the technical and organizational levels is to be

maximized. In order to maximize the knowledge gained from

the project, information collection procedures have to be

explicitly designed to generate particular kinds of infor-

mation; this information then .can be used both by project

managers to evolve proTect goals, and strategies as the demon-
,

stration'develdps, and by persons interested in replicating

.41
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the demonstration at other sites.

Themajority 0 grantees, howver, have-not had exper-

ience in the design or evaluation of any kind of research

data generating) projects; therefore, some projects

ar.e developed such that the objectives of the demonstrations
,

are not,clearly defined and important information suchas

economic data cannot be= generated.
C

that prior to funding projects, their

This situation suggests

specific operational

objectives should be known to both the Program staff' and the

grantee (although clearly these goals may evolve over time).

This should lead to both easier project monitoring and an

increase in the knowledge gained,from the demonstration.

4.1 Project Reporlang and_Evaluation

The,purpose of the evaluation report is to document

the experience gained over the project's life and to deter-
,

mine the degree to which the demonstration is successful in

promoting the use of telecommunications in the delivery 6.f

social services. Ideally, there are three levels, or tiers
0

of success that a project can attain: 1) completing all

intended project tasks; 2) demonstrating that the project

concept is meeting a local need by continuing operatiOn after

Program funding ceases; and 3)-transferring the project eon-,

cept to other. locations. Each successive level has a greater

impact on meeting the 'Program's'goal of promoting telecom-

. .

munications in service delivery. Of course,levels 2 and 3



may, not apply to projects that have completed only their

first or second ,year. of Program funding, so that the major-

ity of the irdormation contained in the grantee's evaluation

will be related to the successful completion of project task's.

It should be mader-clear, however, that a useful evaluation

is extremely dependent on a well designed-demonstration.

That is, if a project, is to produce the needed evalative

data, it must be designed from the beginning to generate

that data.

The project evaluation 'report should be diviaedin

six sections as follows:

Statement of the Problem;

Project Status;

Cost Analysis;

Barriers to Implementation and Utilization;

Assessment of Benefits;

Strategies for Institutionalization.

Statement of the Problem: The importance of properly

and clearly formulating the "demonstration problem" is that

it is the organizing principle behind the project. A pro-

perly formulated problem statement should spell out the

expected benefits of using telecommunications for the con-
-

cept being demonstrated. The definition of the problem

influences the types of data that are generated,- activities



of the project staff, and externalthe types of exterl audiences

that may be interested, in the project. Equally important,

it is extremely valuable in avoiding a pitfall that often.

besets technology demonstrations: taking a technological

golution'and finding a problem in which to use it.

Project Status: The purpose of this section of'an

evaluation report is to describe as-specifically as possible

how far along a project is in completing its demonstration

agenda. Four proect phases have 'been distingUished: start-

up, trial operations, demonstration and institutionalization.

Although no particular time periods folF each phase can be

specified, these phases.are not arbitrary. They correspond

to developmental periods in which projdct costs may differ.

This portion of the report should describe project activities

by phase.

Cost anal', Financial Analysis: A major argument for

employing telecommunications in the delivery of.social

services is that its use is cost-effective. That is, at an

identifiable volume of'service delivery, it is often less o

expensive to use telecommunications to deliver services

that to employ another method. Demongtrations must explore

the economic characteristics of ,service delivery. The

primary purposes of conducting a cost and financial analysis

are to:

Identify the structure of costs by type
of.resource used over the four project phases;
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Analyze cost sensitivites including
the substitutability ,betWeen labor
and technology, the substitutability
of alternative technologies "and the
effect on cost tf increaSing the
volume of services delivered. over the
demonstration'system;

Compare the cost of delivering services
using the demonstration System. to the
costs of service delivery using other
existing or possible delivery modes.

The identification of the structure of costs (e.g.

labor, equipment, space, etc.) over time provides importaniL

financial information to others who may Want to adopt or

adapt the iystem for their own use. Analyzing cost sensi-.

tivities provides valuable, data on the potential- for econo-

mies of scale and may. permit a aetermination of the optimum

size of an operational system since demonstrations often. serve

a relatively small number of users. The comparison of costs

for service delivery by the demonstration system versus'

other delivery methods is an analysis of cost-effectiveness.

It can only be conducted when data on alternative delivery

methods are ayAilable. Because demonstration projects are

often unique, such comparable data may not be.available

but where it is such comparisons are the true test of

economic viability of the demonstration 'concept..

. .

A detailed discussion of the methods, and information

requirements for condtcting a cost analysis of a telecom--

munications demonstration project is presented in Assessing,



10/
the Costs. of Tel'ecommunicat'ions' :Demo'ns't'rati'on Projects.

Barriers to Implementation and UtilizatiOn:

Often there are berriers to implementing the demonstration

system and utilizing it for, delivering the intended infor-

mation services. In this portion of an eValuat1on report

the barriers to implementation and utilizition should-be

darefully documented. The experiences encountered by

individual projects will be extremely useful to the Demo/INft

stration Program staff in identifying projects, in the

future that may be likely to encounter similar problems.-

It will also be useful to other organizations attempting to

-replicate the demonstration system as they may likely encounter

similar difficulties.

Barriersto implementation and utilization may be

classified into three categories:.

Technical

Orginizational/Institutional

Regulatory and Legal

Technical barriers may include obstacles such a s difficulty

in obtaining equipment, difficulty in developing or using neces-

sary software or difficulties in establishing and implementing

10/ See Report # 146-03, Kalba Bowen Associates, Inc., 1980.



an effective training program.

' Organizational/Institutional barriers often involve-,

resistance by system (e.g., clients, information

providers, etc.) to using a new technology 'or service, or

difficulties in obtaining7iiii-support or at least the

acquiescence of other agencies or service organizations.

.Just as an innovation can be resisted bv,new users, it

can also meet considerable resistance by other service-
.

providing organizations that perceive tnatliRe demonstration

will have some negative impact on their activities. To

the extent possible actions taken by organizations that im-

pact the demonstrition should be documented.

Legal or regulatory impediments should generally be

identified very early in the project. 'These might include

regulations. by government agencies such as the FCC, copy-

'right laws or privacy laws.

Assessment of Benefits: Assessing the benefits of

telecommunica ions demonstration projects is a particularly

troublesometask. Often they are not quantifiable or even

easily observable frequently benefits accrue indirectly

from action taken as result of improving access to infor-

mation made possible by the telecommunications based service.

Wherever possible, quantifiable measures of benef4ts

should be used. The following are examples of types of

benefit measures that may be used:



cost Savings

d011ari per transaction,
Other unit of serviae

- dollars per client

- total dollars

productivity gains

program or

- volume of information per unit of time

- units of time saved

- reduction in units of labor input

access

- number of potential and actual addi-
tional clients served

- total volume of information available

on client welfare
)

Care must be taken to ensure that the measures that are chosen

accurately describe-the service benefits received. For example,

additionaLhours of specialized radio programming for the

handicapped are not benefits unless there is an audience that

listens to the broadcasts.. That is, demonstration outputs do

not necessarily translate into service benefits.

The assessment of benefits can be organized according

to the following three points:

Identify the beneficiaries of the project
(e.g., clients, service providers, admin-
istrators) and describe how information
services provided through the demonstration
were previously provided.

Present evidence demonstrating gains/losses
of methods and technologies employed by the
project over previous methods and services.

Present evidence illustrating the compar-
ative advantages land disadvantagesY of
technologies and services of the project
versus otherayailable technologies and
services.
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Strategies for Institutionalization and Transfers Two ,

of the ways in which the Telecommunications Demonstration
'

Program can promote the use of telecommunications in social,

service delivery are to encourage projects to continue

operating after Program funding is withdrawn (i.e.., to

become institutionalized) and to transfer the demonstration,

concept to other locations that face similar service de-

livery circumstances: In this final section of the annual

evaluation report,, the grantee should articulate the role

it intends to play in the institutionalization and trans-

fer proCess. At the end of the first year these strata=

gies mayi not ;yet be. developed in detail, but by the end of

the second year a fully 3eveloped plan should be articulated.

The approach to a strategy for institutionalization

is essentially a plan to obtain revenue for continued and/

or expanded operation. That'plan can vary depending on the

thrust of the project. In addition to specific plans for

generating revenue, the institutionalization strategy should

also take into account other barriers that might inhibit

long-term operations. Such barriers would likely be encoun-
. .

tered as part .of the demonstration but possibly at a smaller

scale. It will be necessaryin this portion bf the report

to identify any such barriers and the plan for surmounting

them.



5.0 INSTITUTION
DROSECTI

Y,

IZATION AND ,TRANSFER, OF DEMONSTRATION

Oni!of thi.Pr\ogreWS objectives for a demonstratiOn is
!

for it to Ipecoma"institutionalite4"; that. is,,, for it to:

becOMe a routine acts ity in one or more organizations where

the demonstration wasjocinduCted-but is' no. longer to operate'

iion demonstration fund .-The institutionalization of an

,innovation is evidencl).that the concept, demonstrated has

sufficient merit to at ract resources for:ongoing.operation.

It.ihduld116-noted h waver, that institutionalization-does

not tiecessokily mean hat. the innovative approach has been
'. _, 1

priivenLt,o,,,.be .cost -ben ficiai compared: t0"a 'more conventional
- ,

-approaCh. Also, ins

with "diffusion

service innovation

but nowhere else.

or'

t

tutionali4ation-should not be equated

transfer," since it is possible

be adopted by. the, demonstration

a.

for a

agency

, Through afrevi of research, we have identified several

factors influencing the successful institutionalization and

.transfer of teleco unications demonstrations. Our-review

included research pecifically examining barriers to institu-
i

tionalization of d monstrations and the institutionalization-

related results of other recent public' service experiments

and demonstrations.4/ The research points to the following
I

factors increasing the probability of successful institution-

alization of demonstration projects:

11,/ See Strategies for` Institutionalizing Telecommunications
Demonstrations: A Review of Innovation Barriers and Pro-
gram Alternatives, Final Report #146-04, Kalba Bowen
Associates, Inc., 1080.
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established ,technologies should be favored;

the num6er'Ind/or'complexity of-applications does
not materially .affect the likelihood of institutionalization
(thete is some evidence that the more compldx the
applicationts), the more likely the innovation is
to succeld);

emphasis' shouldibe placed in the delivery of
services to outside users rather than the initiation
of changes in administrative procedures;

applications that do not require the sharing of
resources or the .adjustment of operational procedures
on the part of multiple institutions are more likely
to succeed; however, projects pndertaken by single
organizations with multiple service sites are more
likely to endure than local-agency projects;

the innovation. must be initiated in response to
locally perceive4 needs;

, .
,

top agency adminigtrators should support the innovation;

those with responsibility for the diffusion of an
innovation within the agency should participate in
the planning and operation of the demonstration:

J..
no major institutional or regulatory barriers
to diffusion, should be present;

federal support should not be limited to short
time periods (e,g. one year);

planning 'grants do not necessarily contribute'
to the success of service innovations;.

risk-sharing (in some cases including cost-sharing)
is closely associated with demonstration success..`

From the foregoing it ins clear that one of the most

difficult managerial challenges for the Program will be

identifying and evaluating the appropriate time and place'
.

for testing service innovations. There are several

approaches that ihe.Program can pursue individually or

collectively to increase the chances that a project will

be institutionalized:
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DeveiOp-'..mo ,s eg*fi9 pico ject eeleotion
oriterie7an evote more resources, to
evaluatin rOposalsTbefore they are funded..
Scrutinizing d'-bUdgetarY,, -teChniCal,. and
±4etit40Oliar capabilities, 1114ie#tercould increase the prospects ?for ultimate'`
innovation adoption considerably.-

2) DireCt yi,asSiSt`, Selected- dernOnStration .

projects x,. rtioiiing, :.from the demonstration
to the:-:inititUtiOnalita4on''-phaSe. Require
projects to Undertake 1 i IIS ti tilt i lization-
Oriented. planning- aCtiVities.'.:1,:; Ort '--theie
steps by assts nce,
helping` the 'promotion of worthWhile
projects,. serv{tng, as,F a cleatinghouse for
funding 'soUiCes-or...echnidal :a66.iStance
in °ED and eliewhere.

3) Place more emphasis on the- applicant
agency's demonstrating that it has suf-
ficient ties with.external institutions
and individuals who could play a role
in the adoption or transfer of the inno
vation.

4) Develop a national "network in telecom-
munications-related public service delivery.
Strengthen existing efforts by:developing
a regular program -of activities such ,as an
annual conference; conducting special work-
shops on particular service areas; encour-
aging regular contacts among demonstration
project staffs; managing a"clearinghouse
of funding and information resources.

Each of these approaches should be a vital component
k 1

in the Program's institutionalization and diffusion
strategy. But each approach requires a highstaff-to-
lotograrn dollar ratio. Additionally, these approaches imply,

that the Program should focud on- a few demonstrations at

a time; turning- in overlapping cycles from one sector or use
to another. Such constAaints emphasize the need for planning
and explicit decision-making to focus limited resources and
use them cost effectively.



6.b RECOMMENDATIONS

7

'In the course of this studith4,problems encountered'

in funding, selecting and overseeing telecommunications

demonstrOpn projects were shown to be of three types:

manizational -- where should the .program be located within

.DHEW (and now ED and what should its overall mandate -and-

focus be?; policy -4 what types of constituencies should it

service and what types of ,impActs should it attempt to

achieve?; and project -- what projects should be selected,

and how should they be monitored, evaluated and promoted

for adoption? The following'recommendalons are ,intended

to guide the. Program toward more effectively defining and

realizing its mission. , It is impvtant to remember in

reviewing ihese recommendations that in.some cases they

are already being undertaken in varying degrees by the

Program staff; in other cases, a shortage of staff, time,

and adequate funding have prevented'the Program from adopting

more expensive and time-consuming endeavors.

Organizational Recommendations: Since telecommuni-

cations is not°a primary service, it presents somewhat of

an 4ganizational problem in determinimg its proper place

or role within an agency such as the Department of. Education.

Therefore, whatever the decisiqns may be as to the even-

tualtual placement of the Program, they will inevitably entail
4 -

tradeoffs between. concerns for treating telecommunications
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an service and'1';:as a specifiC 'iptogram

are , The 'following threerecommendatiofts are made bearing.

in.,mind..thesehandicapa.

High level placement of the'Program, but
if possible not attached to a policy=
making office. If this Prove! to be 'un-
avoidable, then 'there shOuld be a clear
division of programand policy responsi-
bilities and functions.

Rathei than being identified with any single substantive

area or program 'the Program should occupy an organizational

dlot.thatenables,it to encourage cooperation among agencies

and programs. Alternhtively policy functions should be separated

from the administrative or program responsibilities and func-

tions because the skills, resources and objectives of the two

are distinct and entail different staffing and administrative

requirements.

2) Cohtihue needs ,assessment and coordination
procedures with other,agencies and programs

theDepartment of Health and Human Services"
ithin the Department of Education and

in otder to help identify areas for cooper-
ation, joint funding, and mutual assistance.

Since one of the primary goals of the Program is to

help agenciesand programs'to identify andencourage appropriate

uses and topool their resources to make better use of tele-

commtinication6 for service delivery, it is important that.

. the Program-worktwith these agenciesin identifying their

needs,assessing prdgram prioriies, and selecting
t.

projectd,(inclu ing joint projects) for funding. Not only

should PrograM telt wbrk with the stdtk of other programs

in helping identi y funding areas and in overseeing projects,



but they should also publicize their priorities and

goals to other agencies that have a potential need for

telecommunications. These relationships need not, be highly

formalized, but should be on an ongoing basis with the
."'

Program consulting with agencies and other programs on a

regular basis.

3) Provide technical and informational assis-
tance to other, agencies and programs con-
sidering using or funding telecommunications
systems for service delivery.

Although the limited resources of the Program would

make .a lake technical assistance or informational support

effort unrealistic, staff and/or contractors could be used

both to compile information and datafor the use of other

agencies and programs and to provide program managers and

pcdicy makers with "hands on" experience in the selection

and monitoring of telecommunications-projects: In this man-

ner the Program could become a viable focal point for exper-

tise in the application of telecommunications to service

delivery, thereby stimulating agencies to cooperate in pro-

ject design and funding.

Policy Recommendations: Since its initiation, the

Telecommunications Demonstration Program has been moving__

in the direction of funding those programs that are more
.

service-orientedand involve less technological,uncertainty.

The following recommendations urge a continuation of that

trend with an emphasis.on projects that have immediate end
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user benefiti and' strong ::prospects for the peiooling,of

resOurces to achieve economies of scale.

4)4 Fund projects. that have wide applications in
the same or Similar-area's.

Since one of the true benefits of telecommunications is

that it provides a conduit fox. transmission and,reception of

all types of services regardless of content, funding and

prpjeot opportunities should be sought out that do not depend

upon content or contextspecrfxc applrcations to succeed, but

rather involve services that are needed by a'variety of

pOpulations with health,'social, and educational service .

delivery needs, which are bypassed by traditional market ap-

proaches.

5) Avoid high risk projects that en'ta1/41 new
technological developments, new and untried
software and complex and untried institutional
arrangements among multiple organizations.

Typically, projects examining basic technological

cor service innovations have not succeeded in the p4st and

there is-little reason to believe that they will succeed in

suffici4t.number in the future to justify-their support. (See

recommendation 7).

6) Fund those projects with the Potential for
well-defined needs and strong institutional.
(not personal) incentives to succeed and
disseminate the results of the project.

The results of, our study on barriers to institutional-

ization show that the success of many demonstration



projects is Often Contingent upon the personality and

interests of the project director or key staff; once' they
. .

leave, the projeCt:dies. To limit this problem the institu-

tion receiving the grSnt should demOnstrate a clear need

for the innovation or service which will encourage improve-

ments in definition and institutional commitment as the

demonstration develops.

6) Give priority to projects for vulnerable
populations that are.either not being
served by conventional service delivery
modes or inadequately served by current
service delivery modes.

Not only,are these groups more receptive to innovations

in service delivery (since they are being inadequately served

by current methods), but it is often easier to demonstrate

'the value and benefits of the telecommunications components

of such projeCts.

(7) Remain open to funding some projects
with a. higher'level of risk.

Although the majority of projects funded should

emphasize stepwise advances in application of telecommu,

nications technoldgies, it maybe wise 'to reserve a

small portion of funds to sponsor promising locally-

initAted projects that 'Seem more risky. These special

projects could be given small amounts of seed monies

to complete feasibility studies to determine whether addi-

tional fUnding should be forthcoming. However, if such a

project successfully demonstrates its feasibility, then it

should have a very high chance of receiving support the
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second, year.

Project Planning. and Oversight Recommendations: The

success of a Program in managing and monitoring itlik projects

is in large measure determined by the amount of time the

staff can put into their oversight responsibilities. The

amount of time required to monitor projects,' however can

be reduced to some extent by investing tire from the outset'

in the selection process -- such as looking for those pro-

iects that have demonstrated experience in the area, strong

institutional incen es to succeed control over critical

resources affecting project outcomes and/or a minimum of

outside conflicting commitments. By carefully screening

projects from the outset, the likelihood of failure as well

as the amount of time required to oversee and assist pro-

jects in progress can be reduced. As pointed out earlier,

the Program is already engaged in the majority of efforts

outlined below.. They are mentioned here to stress the

importance of continuing efforts in this direction.

8) Establish 4rom the start the objectives
and measures of success for projects to
be funded so thati projects can be evaluated
in terms of the Program's overall goals
and assessed for their level of risk, ex-
pected benefits and requirements_ for tech-
nical assistance.

A deliberate attempt should be made to select a mix

of projects in terms of their level of risk so that pro-

jections can be mate as to the amount of staff time required

for monitoring and assistance.
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9) ConductWorkshops with:projects so that:
they can,be,made aware of what is 'expected H

of them, sharetheir eXperiencea::With other
projects, An more effectively.,manage their
projects

'

Thes`4-workshcsps alloW Program staff as well to get a'
*V

better. sense of a project's capabilitiesand itdpotential

needs fOr assistance.

10) 'Establish explicit criteria for feasibility
assessment so thatl)rojects,in.thefirst.
year anticipating second year support knoW
what is expected Of them.

One of the difficulties in attracting experienced people

into demonstration projects is that they are wary of com-,':

mitting themselves to major projects that are often funded

for only one year. In order to attract the best proposals,

an effort should, be, made to infoim prospective projects of

the criteria they must meet in order to qualify for second

year funding.

11) Develop a standardized evaluation form for
major types of projects (by objectives, tech-
,nology, and service).

( Work with projects in explaining what the evalliation

forms mean, how they are to be filled out, and their im-
,

portance for the Program and the continued support of the

project.

12) Involve related funding agencies with
substantive expertise in, service areas to
help evaluate proposals in overseeing
projects.
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Careful consideration, however, should be givenitb

drawing upon the expertise of the ag4cy that is appropriate

to the project evaluation so that, the time and effort of

agehcy and Program staff is not, wasted on extraneous prob-

lems and issues. Since different agencies have different

levels of interest (for example, policy makers 'and staff

dre primarily interested in the initial phases and final

phases of a project whereas specialists,are concerned with

'implementation issues), an effort should be made to involve

different groups and constituencies in those phses and

issues that are appropriate to their.expettise.

Although many of the recommendations made in this

final section can be taken individually, they nonetheless

are a part of a larger strategy towards funding and over-

seeing demonstration programs. This strategy is in part

a-continuation of the strategy already evolved by the Program.

The emphasis is upon clarifying and sharpening the Program's

mandate and having it work more efficiently with its limited

resources with other agencies within DHEW and/or DOE. The tech-
,

niques suggested here and throughout the-,report are intended to

help the Program deal more systematically and explicitly with'

tsome of the problems it has encountered. Although 'these

-recommendations were made with'xegard to the Program's current

location with DHEW,we'expect that many of them will be equally

valid novi that the Program has been moved to the Department

of Education.
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APPENDIX A

Summary Description of Telecommunications Demonstration

Projects by Initial Funding Cycle
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Appendix A

Summary Description of ecommunication Demonstration Projects by Initial Funding Cycle

Aitial Funding -)January 15, 1970
1

Grantee

. Center for,Excallence

Williamsburg, Virginia

Deaf Community Center

Boman Catholic Arch-

diocese of Boston

Framingham; Maissachu-

setts

. Graduate School of

Librarianship

University bf Denver

Denver, Colorado

. Telecommunications

Division

State of Alabama

Montgomery, Alabama

Wernersville State

Hospital

Wernersville, Pennsyl-

vania

PACE Institute, Inc.

Chicago, Illinois

1

Type of Institution
,

Private non-profit

service otganiX14-'

tion

,

Private nonprofit

service organize
tion

Type of Service

Nees, entertainment, announce-

ments and educational inforf

mation serviceeto thi deaf,

blind and homeb6lind.

Electronic mailbox and inforf

mation services for the deaf.

Educational institu- Information resource sharing
Lion among libraries.

State agency

State mental health

institution

Private non-profit

service organize-

tion.

Emergency medical service

communications for rural areas.

Patient education and rehabil-

itation programming,

Educational services for inmates

in correctional institutions.

nology

lo -ad

adio SCA/

io reoeiver/

0

Pro sot Status

Continuing - System

operationali

received third year

continuation funds,

Computer/
. Continuing - system

telephone, operational)

received third year

continuation funds.

Telefacsimile/

Blow -scan TV/

telephone

UHF radio/

telephone

Two-way cable/

microveye link

Completed - results

being disseminated,

system not continuing

in full operation.

Applied for ..ly one

year of for

equipment 28.0
Demonstra m-

pletedi ant system

continuing to operate.

Continuing applied

for only one year of

funding for equipment

purchase' two-way cable

system in place to

provide programming.

Two-way slow- Continuing t- system
scan TV/tele- partially operating.
phone Project received

third year continuation

funds.



At!! TYps Q! institution. Technology

teigt

70 Pennsylvania kat
State odocational

Statewide ountinuini education Cala twit-University

University Park,

institution; network,

I

vieion/micto-

wove
Ponneylvonis

0. Extension System

University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin .

Stets educationil

institution,

Olai-up in&metion services,
Automated dial

acme tele-

phone infor-

mation system

Initial Funding: December 15, 1978

9, Spokane School
Public school

District 18l, system.

KSPS-TV

Spokane, Washington

10. Tri-State Red Cross

Blood Center

Huntington, West

Virginia

11. Medical Centers

Library

University of

Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio

12. National Farmworkers

Service Center,

Inc.

La Paz-Keene,

California

Private n n- prdfit

medical orvice

organlz n.

Elementary, secondary', post

secondary and health educa-

tion services.

Blood inventory management.

State medical health
Access on request by health

institution
professionals at remote sites

to medical' information at

major medical center.

Private non-profit

service organization.

13. Medical Cate Devel- Medical service ,

.opment Center, Inc. organization.

Augusta, Maine

67

Information dissemintion

on social and welfare

services for migrant farm

workers,

Continuing medical education

and medical consultation.

Cable TV/two-

way cable TV

ttatit4t

Continuing beginning

operation. Project did not

get second year funding but

received third year con-

tinuation lands.

Proposed technology was not

fully developed, No second

year funding requested)

third year funding received

to milts demonstration,

Continuing and par-

dilly operating

project received

second ,year continup

tion funds.

Microprocessors / Continuing but not

telephone, yet operating,

Slow-scan TV/

telephone

Microwave/

telephone

Slow scaii1V/

FM radio. SCA/'

microwave/

closed circuit

TV/telephone

C ntinuing and. oper-

ating - project

,reCeiVed second year

continuation funds,

Continuing and

operating.

Continuing - project

delayed because FCC

license was notOgranted..

Delivery system was re-

designed and funding

released.
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In September, 1978, Kalba Boiren Associates was awardea

a contract from, the Office of Telecommunications Pplicy (OTP)
4/... '4 -

of the Department of Health Education and Welfare (DHEW) to

evaluate the fir,Steight demonstration projects tun ea .during

the initial year of OTP's TelecoMmunications denion7tration

Program.. The specific goals of Kalba Bowen,'s research were

to: °

review and evaluate .the activities of
the ProgxAm to da$e and develop approaches.
for analyzing and evaluating Individual.
demonstration projects in the future;

identify factors that.have an influence
over the successful institutioialization
and-transfeT° of innovative fuses of tele-
communications; and

et provide informatiol.ron which to base futur
actions Tor Program development and offer
recommendations concerning futureroles for
the Program.

research conducted during,this eighteen month; project,

included site visits with the demonstration projects;
/

detailed site, evaluation forms completed/by demonatration

projec personnel; persSonal interviews with7Policri-makers,

°4.

I

fundera,telecomunieations project direators, and social

service derivepers ih-,other fields; telephone'interviews

with. twelve ers-'in other fields; telephone interviews
,

.usihg-telecommRioations; ongoing personal and telephone coil-

tact wi:th'itsaattOnal experts irr.telecOmmunications

and social service delivery; cost benefit analyses;
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literature reviews f. and 'utilization Of Kalba Bowen's internal
-

personnel expertise and resouces:

Research results have been,brepared in three separate

reports. Thase.are:

is
4:6

Eva luation of Telecommunications Demonstration
Projects and Recommendations for the DHEW
Telecommunications Dethonstration Program;

Planning andtvaluating Telecommunications
Demonstration Projects and Assessing the' Costs
of Telecommunications Demonstration Projects;

Strategies for Institutionalizing Telecommunications
Demonstrations: A Review of Innovation Barriers
and Program Alternatives.

The findings of these reports and Kalba Bowen's recommenda-
-

tions to'OTP concerning future directio s for the Telecommuni-
.

cations Demonstration Prbgram are summarized below.

Summary of program Activities

Exhibit 1 summarizes the demonstration projects included

BowerOs inquiry. As the exhibit indicates; these
P '

mere undeirtaken by a variety of institutions

in Kalba

projects

"ranging from private non - profit service organizations to

educational institutions; types, of services included,ether-

gency medical care, continuing education, and resource

management; technologies employed range51 from telephone-

computer links to the FM'subcarrier band to two-why ab

At the time Kalba Bowen .completed its research, two of the

2
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Exhibit 1

Summary Description of Telecommunication Demonstration Projects by Initial, Funding Cycle

Initial Funding Jantry111a3

Grantee .

1. Center for Excellence

Wirliam;burg, Virgidia

Type of Institution'.

Private non- profit

service organiza-

tion

Type'of.Service

News, entertainment', annoUnce-

lents and.educational:inforr

'tattoo servIces 'to theleafi

blind and homebound.

"2. Deaf Community'Center _Private non-profit , Electronic. mailbox and inforl.

Roman Catholic Arch- service organize ' oration services for the. deaf,

diocese of Boston.
. tion

Framingham, MOsachu-.

setts

3.-Graduate-School-e

Librarianship

University of Denver

Denver,Colorado

4. Telecommunications

DiVision".

State of Alabama

'Montgomery, Alabama

4I

S. Wernersville St

Hospital

Wernersville, Pen

yenta

Y

.6. PACE Institute, Inc,

Chicago, Illinois

Educational institu, , Information resource sharing

tion among libraries,

State agency

...State mental health

institution

Private non-profit

service organize-

tion.

Emergency medical service

Technology

1"g14:14 Project Status

o

FM Radio SCA/ Continuing - System,

_audio-receiveri--7-operatiOnal;

TTY received third year

continuation, fundL,

I

Computer/ Continuing - system

telephone. operational;

received third year

continuation funds.

Telefacsimile/

sloW -sten TV/,

telephone

UHF radio/

communications for rural areas, telephone

Patient education and rehabil-

itation progra ing,

Educational services for inmates

in correctional ilEtitutions.

110-way cable/

microwave link

m
Two-way slow-

, ncan'TV/tele-'

phone

Completd result

being disseminated,

system not continuing

in full'operation.

Applied for only one

year of funding for

equipment purchase.

Demonstration COI-

pletedrentire system

continuing to operate,

Continuing - applied

for only one year of

funding: for equipment

purchase; two-way cable

system in place to

provide prograiming.

Continuing system

partially operating,,

Project received
.

third year continuation

funds,



Grantee

7, Pennsylvania State

University'

University Park,

Pennsylvania

Type of Institution

State educationil

institution. .

8. Extension System State

University of Wisconsin ,ins

Ma ison, Wisconsin

tonal'

itution,

a

DIE9 of Service

5,

Itatewide continuing education

network,

Dial-up information services,

Initi"n-----ckJ----ber15 1918

9. Spokane School

District I@1,

KSPS1V

Spokane, Washington

10. Tri-State Red Cross

Blood Center

Huntington, West

' Virginia'

11. Medical Centers

Library

University of

Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio

12. Nationaljarmworkers

Service Center,

Inc,

La Paz-Keene,

California

13. Medical' Care Devel-

opment Center, Inc.

Augusta, Maine

74

Public school

system.

Private nonirofit

medical service

organization.

State medical health

institution

Private non-profit

ervice organization.

Medical service,'

organization.

Elementary, secondary, post

secondary and health educe-

iion services.

Blood inventory management.

Access on request by health

professionals at remote sites

to medical information at

major medical center.

Information dissemination

on social and welfare

mervices for migrant farm

workers.

Continuing medical education

and medical codsultation,

Technology

Employed. project Status

Cable tele- Continuing - beginning

vision/micro- operation. Project did not

wave
get second year funding but

received third year con-

tinuation funds.

Automated dial

access tele-

phone infor-

mation system

Cable TV/two-

way cable TV

Proposed technology Was not

fully developed, No second

year funding requestedl

third yeai funding received

to complete,demonstration,

Conan ng and par-

tially perating

project received

second year continua-

tion funds.

Microprocessors/ Continuing, but not

telephone, yet operating.,

Slow -scan TV/ Continuing and'oper-

. telephone ating - project

recei/Wdmvond year

continuatarfunds.

Microwave/ Continuing and.

telephone operating.

Slow scan TV/

FM radio SCA/

microwave/

closed circuit

, TV/telephone

Continuing - project

delayed because FCC.

license was not granted.

Delivery"systei Was.re-

designed ,and funding

released



thirteen projects fqnded in 1978 had been completed; eight

were continuing as planned and were in various stages of

development; and three were either not operating and/or

required major modifications in the original demonstration

deSign.

OTP's selection of demonstration projects is based on

the following three strategic components:

innovations to be demonstrated are of an
applied rather than basic nature;

the Program is oriented toward service
delivery mechanisms and is not generally
supporting development of new technologies;

impacts of demonstrations are intended to
be both local and to have potential applications
in other locations with similar populations
and/or service needs..

When one considers the range of, possible program

strategies OTP could have chosen, the current strategy

can be seen as one with relatively low risk. However, when

seen in the light of organizational and budgetary constraints,

there are several reasons for concluding that it is an appro-

priate basic strategy. First, the Program's appropriation

- 1/relatively small,, and in real terts'it is getting smalle'r.°

1/
Congress provided $1 million for each of the first three
years. That funding level is expected to remain the
same through fiscal year 1981.



With inflation running aZ such a high rate, each year the

Program can buy less and lesd with its Program budget.

Second, the Program has a cross-cutting mandate that includes

services in manyhealth, education, and welfare agency pro-

grams. Funding only one or two large projects would make it

very-odifficult to serve that mandate. Third, the Office of

Telecommunications Policy has a small staff whose time, is not

entirely devoted to the Program. Currently, two perions

share responsibility for its direction, and both' have respon-

sibilities outside the OTP.' Two other staff persons largely

oversee the day-to-day administration of the Program, but

they have other responsibilities within OTP such as involvement

in inter-agency committees. Thus, it is unrealistic for OTP

to adopt a strategy that would involve considerable resources

in active direction of projects or .in large scale efforts to

affect the adoption or innovation process. Finally the Program

recently, has been transferred into the new Depa-rtment of Edu-

cation.' Facing the uncertainty of reorganization, making

long-term commitments
*

of program resources for a limited

number of projects would be risky.

Planning and Evaluating Demonstration Projects

Demonstration projects serve multiple functions. Their

most immediate purpose is to effect behavior changes in a

specitic location. Secondarily, in fulfilling their function

as a"demonstration7 for other locatiOn:s:, such projectslye

4- 0
9, 4,6



conducted to develop experience in the public service use of

telecommunications and to generate data from this experience

for use in the future development or transfer of the innovation.

In order to maximize knowledge gained from the project, infor-

mation collection procedures have to be explicitly designed

from the start of a project to generate particular kinds of

information; this information then can be used both by project

manage o evolve project goals and strategies as,the demon-

ration develops, and by persons interested in replicating

he demonstration at other sites.

Two strategies were developed by Kalba Bowen Associates

to help demonstration projects standardize and simplify

tHeir evaluation .efforts. KBA suggested that a project

evaluation report, which should be submitted by project

directors on an annual basis, should be divided into six

sections-

Statement of the Problem;

I

Project Status (Start-up, Trial
?

Operations,
Demonstration or Institutional Phase)

Cost Analysis;

Barriers to Inplementation and Utilization;,

Assessment Of Benefits; and

Strategies fOr Institutionalization.

While the particular objectives of demonstration projects

may lead them to emphasize one or more of thesecinf9rmation

areas, efforts should be made by grantees to beas detailed
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as possible in reporting in all these topics. The types

of information required in each report section are detailed

in Planning and Evaluating Telecommunications Demonstration

Pro ects.-a/

In addition to suggesting evaluation reporting procedures,

Kalba Bowen developed a methodology for assessing*the 'costs

of telecommunications demonstration projects, The methodology

is organized around four major elements of analysis:

Determination of true costs;

Disaggregation of, costs by inplit and by time;

Sensitivity of tests and output, to variations or
substitutes for inputs; and

Consideration of technological characteristics
of the demonstration.=

A detailed discussion of the methods and information

requirements for conducting a cost analysis is presented in'

Assessing the Costs of TeleCommunIcations Demonstration

Pro ects. -1/

Barriers to the Institutionalization and Transfer of

Demonstration Projects

In shaping its overall demonstration strategy, OTP/DH W

(and now DOE) must be sensitive to-a variety of factors

which may affect its ability to be institutionalized

2/

Report #146-03, Kalba Bowen Associates, Inc., 1980.
3/

Ibid.



and transferred to other locations. tThese factors include

the inherent characteristite-eof an innovation, the organizational'

environment in which the innovation takes place, and specific

implementation procedures. Tough a review of research

specifically examining barriers to the institutionalization

of demonstrations And the institutionalization - related

results of other recent public servicg demonstrations, KBA' ,

identified the following fact6ve as increasing the probability

of successful "routinization" of demonstration projects:

established technologies should be favored;

the number and/or.complexity of applications does
not materially affect the likelihocid Of institutionalizatic
(there is some evidence that the more complex the
applicatibn(s), the more likely the innovation is
to succeed);(

emphasis should be placed in the delivery of
services to outside users rather than the initiation
of changes in administrative procedures;

applications that do not require the sharing of
resources or the adjustment of operational procedures
on the part of multiple institutions are more likely
to succeed;- however, projects undertaken by single
organizations with multiple service sites are more
likely to endure than local agency projects;

the innovation must be initiated in response to
locally perceived needs;

, tap gency administrators should sup rat the innovation.;

t se with responsibility for the diffusion of an
novation within the agency should participate in
e planning and operation' of the demonstration;

9 SU



no major institutional or regulatory barriers
to diffusion should be

federal support should not be liflited to short
time periods (e.g. one year))

; planning grants do not necessarily contribute
to the success of service innovations;

risk-sharing (in some cases including cost-sharing)
is closely associated with demonstration success.

These issues are discussed in detail in Strategies for

?Institutionalizing Telecommunications Demonstration64. A

Review of Innovation Harriers 'gnd Program Alternatives. 41

Recommendations

In the course of this study the problems encountered
-

in funding, seletting, and overseeing telecommunications

demonstration projects were shown to be of three types:

organizational,-- where should the program be located within

DHEW (and now 'DOE) end what should its °viral]. mandate and

focus be ?; policy -- what types of donstituencies should it

service and what types of impacts should.it 'attempt t6

achieve?;,and.project 7-, what projects should be selected'

and how should thex,be monitored, evaluated, and promoted

for adopfion? The following recommendationd-are intended

to guide the Program toward more effectively defining and

realizing its mission. It is important to remember in

reviewing these recommendations that ih,sorrie cases they

Report, #146-a4 Bowen Associates, Inc., 1980.

10
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are already being undertaken in varying degrees by the

Program staff; in ather cases, a shortage, of staff,' time,

. and adequate ftinding have prevented the Program from adopting

0more expensive and'time-consuming endeavors.

'Organizational Recommendations:

1) Hight level. placement of the Program, but
ifi possible not attached to a policy-
making 'office. If .this proves to be un-
savoidablei then thereshould.be a clear
division:of program and policy responsi-

. bilities and'functions.

Rather than being identified with any single substantive

area or program, the Program should ocIapy an organizational

slot that enables it to. encourage cooperation among agencies

and programs. Alternatively, policy functions should be separ-

ated from the administrative or program responsibilities and

functions because the skills, resources and objectives of the

a

two are distinct;and entail difgerdnt staffing and administrative
A

requirements.

2) :Continue needs assessment and codrdination
procedures, with other agencies and programs
within,the Department of Education and the'
,Depaqtent of Health and- Human Servicds
order to help identify areas for coopera
tion, jdint funding4 and mutual assistanc-

It is important that the Program work with other agencies in
o

identifiring their needs, assessing program prioeities, .

.selecting projects (including joint projects) for, funding

and oveisee(kng projects. It should also publicize its .,

priotites and'goals to other agencies that have `a~ potential



4c.

need for telecordrgunic
a

Provide teckin
tarce,..to

T.uSingor 'fun
,.stiitein, d

rmation 1,gr.
o Unica uo ns

AlthOugh, tke

,make a large tedmica
.6*. effort unrealisticy.

..both to. compile

agencies

roes* e aerogram would

Assx ?.r4 morational support, ft

fflaii.d/ar'Contiictors,could be used
e of o.ther

di-programs eIftrogram, could became
Cry

e*abaidation 'of
thereby ',stimulating

a viable foCal point fdr
t,tOleccimpu cations o

iencies to cooperate

Policy; Recommelida ;'

a , W*.t
) FUnsl projects: at

the: 'Sallie.

-:. -Since one of the trde2bbnefits of telecomtunications is
it -provi es co uit for transmission and rsceptiOn of

A ' ,)'all types ,pf services regard ss of content, funding and

'projegt'-bPpOrtunities. Olaf d belsoutght out that do not depend
v

lications in

.
,, .

'upon content or context- specific applicatiems
. .

to succeed.

Avoid high : risk projects that entail new
technological developments, new and untried
software and, coMplex, and untried institutional
arrangements among multiple organizations.

Typically, projects examining basic technological
or service innovations have not succeeded' in the past and



there is ilittle reason to believe' that they will succeed in
dufficiel4 number in the future to, justify their support.

6) 'Fund, those projects with' the potential for
well-defined rteedsiAnd strong institutional
(no.t*p'ersonal) inciaintives to succeed and

,disseminate the results of the project.

To limit- the prospect of a project collapsing once key staff, 1 ave,
tit :the institution receiving the grant should, demonstrate a clears

need for the innovation or service Which will encourage
institutional commitment as the demonstration develops .

7) Give priority to ,projectsfor popUlations
that are either not being served' by "con-

, ventional .service devery modes or inade--,
quately served by,, current .eryise delivery

- modes (handl:cam:sad, .elderly ).

Not only are these groups more rb.ceptl...iie7to innovations

in service delivery (since they are being:inadeguately'ervel
4by current methods) , but it is"-often .eas er to demonstrate

the value and benefits of he:telecommunications compbnents

of such projects.

.
,,8) .Remain open to fundiing some projects with

A higher level of risk'. tvr
. Tv *

1

may ' °e> wise to, reserve, A. small poition of ftinds. to sponsorfonds'

proMising locally initiated projects, that seem more risky.
These special projects would be required to complete feasibility

tudies to determine whether additionAl funding should be
dfetticomi9g-. If such a pkoject successfully demonstratei

easibility, then it should' have a very high chance of
receiving support the second year.



Project Planning and Oversight RecommendatiOns:
".x

,
9) Establiih 'from the staiet the objectives

anemeasures of success for-projects to
be.dfunded so that prOjects can be evaluated
in terms :of the,Programrs overall goals
and assessedjor'theirlevel of risk,.
expected benefits and requirements for
technical Assistance.

A deli Bate attempt should be made.to select a mix

of projects in terms of, their of risk so that

projections can be made as to the amount of staff titre

required.for monitoring and assistance.

10Y Conduct workshops with projects ebthat
they can be made aware of what is expected'
of them, share their experiences with other
prolectk, and more effectively manage their
Project...

,

These workshbps allow Prog m staff, as well ,to get a
', , ,

0
better sense of a project's capabilitieslan s potentialns j

needs for assistance. 0

Estabhish explicit criteria for feasibility
assessment sq that projects in the first
ye4iy,:anticipating 'secondi, year support know
sq expected of them.

`attraCt the best:FTPPOsals, *ifort

should be made to ihformprospective projects of the
7

criteria,they must meet in order to qualify for second

year funding.

12) Develop a standardized evalpation form for
major types of proiects (by objecti17es tech-.
nology, and service).



.S66

Work with projects in explaininq'Wha

fOrms mean,, how they ar.e to be filled out,
for the ,P"rO4ram and,the continued support

and the, i.r ainpdortance

of, the PtoIedt-

ihvolve° related 'funding agencies with
:_sl*bstantive expertise in service areas
th help evaluate proposals and oversee
projects.

Since different agenties have different levels
(for exastple, ipolicy makers and staff are primarily
in;the, ial phasest'$nd final phases of a project

of interest
interested
whereas

specialiets are, don:Oeigedk-with' implementation .issues) \ an1' '

ort`shotild a e 40-Tinvolve different groups and con-
stituencies inoe ,-Vhases and issues'that Are approjoriate

4 n

i0;

of these re"commendations can be taken

they nonetheless are a part of a 'larger
wards kunding end overseeing demonstration

r,This strategy" is part a continuation of the
straty.already evolved by the Program. The techniques

tic geetiAd hete and throughout the r'ePorpa, are intended to
_i,

help the Program deal more systematically ancl'explicitly
with sgrae of the problems it has encountered. Although thepe-

'.'
recomthendations were made with regard to the Program's

locatPpn with DHEW,,,ve expect that may of them will be equally
ry

valici, now that the Program has been moved to the Department
o't `1:113.cation.

86-
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